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Abstract I:

Abstract II: In Ford Madox Ford’s No Enemy, the mortal threat posed by the ar a ects 
the forms and even the possibility of empathy. fter sho ing ho  he partici-
pates in contemporary discourses on Einfühlung, I investigate his musings on 
the distortions of his sympathetic imagination and his grief for mutilated ter-
ritories. The aim is to sho  ho  rare surreal visions of landscapes untouched 
by the ar o er him the possibility of reconnecting himself ith the deepest 
thoughts, fears and longings of his fello  beings. Recent psychological rese-
arch on di erent levels of empathy and its impairment under stress provide 
the conceptual frame or  of my analysis.

In No Enemy di Ford Mado  Ford, la minaccia mortale rappresentata dalla 
guerra in uisce sulle forme e sulla possibilità stessa di provare empatia. Dopo 
aver mostrato come Ford si inserisca nel dibattito coevo sulla Einfühlung, l’ar-
ticolo approfondisce le ri essioni dell’autore sulle distorsioni subite dalla sua 
immagina ione simpatetica’ e sull’angoscia per i territori mutilati dalla guer-

ra. L’intento  di mostrare come le rare visioni surreali di paesaggi inviolati 
concedano a Ford di riconnettersi con i pensieri, le paure e i desideri pi  pro-
fondi dei suoi simili. I recenti studi di psicologia sui diversi livelli di empatia 
e sulla sua compromissione in situa ioni di stress forniscono il uadro concet-
tuale dell’analisi.

Impressionism and the Sympathetic Imagination
In oseph onrad’s oft- uoted definition of literary Impressionism, riting must ma e its 
appeal through the senses : My tas  hich I am trying to achieve , he claims in the Preface 
to The Nigger of the Narcissus ( ), is by the po er of the ritten ord, to ma e you hear, 
to ma e you feel  it is, before all, to ma e you see  ( onrad : ). uch vicariousness, 
the ability to ma e the imagination of the reader respond to the orld created by the author, 

as at the core of Impressionist riting, a style hich gained momentum bet een the end 
of the nineteenth and the beginning of the t entieth century. eside onrad, a considerable 
number of riters have been associated ith, or discussed in terms of, literary Impressio-
nism, among them rthur ymons, tephen rane, atherine Mansfield, D. . La rence, 
Dorothy Richardson and Virginia oolf. et Ford Mado  Ford as by far the most central 
figure of this movement: despite his manifold e perimentations throughout his long and 
prolific career, he al ays styled himself as an Impressionist and more than any other con-
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tributed to defining the theoretical underpinnings of this ind of riting. Ford believed 
that literature should render  and reproduce in the reader’s mind  impressions as they 
impinge on the author’s consciousness  for this process to be e ective, the reader should 
be a sympathetic soul  (Ford : ), hose mind’s eye is sufficiently untrammelled by 
conventions to be impressed by the writer’s vivid renditions of reality. 

nsurprisingly, the epistemological uestion has been the province par e cellence of 
Fordian and, more generally, early t entieth-century studies: conditions of perception and 
the limits of no ledge are, after all, the fundamental issues of Impressionism. et it is a 

ell- no n fact that, from the turn of the ne  millennium, scholars have largely lost inter-
est in the uestion of representation and visuality. ther fields and intellectual formations  
from cognitivism to a ect theory  have pointed to ne  concerns and suggested ne  meth-
ods through hich literature might be fruitfully addressed in epistemological terms. et, 
one may ob ect that vision is too central to Ford’s riting to be dismissed on the grounds 
of the ne  academic agenda. nd it is precisely on the premise of this ob ection that my 
article attempts to start revitalising the analysis of vision in Ford, by arguing its ine tricable 
connection ith one of the main sub ects debated across the humanities and health scienc-
es today: empathy. s Meghan ammond argues in her  monograph Empathy and the 
Psychology of Literary Modernism, l iterary impressionism is valuable largely in that it stim-
ulates sympathetic imagination or empathic thin ing  ( : ). In this conte t, so I argue 
here, vision should be centre stage, as it is undeniable that images  be they physical or 
mental  involve the vie er emotionally and that Ford as especially prone to being moved 
by their evocative po er. s he suggested in a letter to tella o en on  May , ol-
bein’s portrait of tina of Milan or the arats really ma e you feel at least all   a great deal 
more  of the emotions one ough t  to feel on meeting . of M  ( tang  ochran : ).

In Ford’s pre- ar ritings of good soldiers and nostalgic gentlemen, emotions are 
usually repressed or manifested only in very small gestures and brief remar s  often, they 
are evo ed indirectly through colours or other aspects of the visual field. ut hen con-
fronted ith, and over helmed by, the traumatic e perience of the First orld ar  hich 
emerged in his ritings of the s  Ford felt that his po er to receive and convey sensory 
impressions had been severely compromised, as much as his ability to feel and ma e us feel. 

onse uently, the Great ar  an unprecedented challenge to imagination and emotion  is 
the best field to test the comple ities of Ford’s Impressionism under strain, its ability to rep-
resent the violence done both to individual perception and fello  feeling. 

ver the last decades scholars have o ered e planations of Ford’s psychology of ar 
through psychoanalytic, biographical, aesthetic and epistemological approaches. In the re-
cent collection War and the Mind: Ford Madox Ford’s Parade’s End, Modernism and Psychology 
( ) edited by shley hantler and Rob a es, for e ample, contributors have engaged 

ith shell-shoc  in Ford’s ar ritings from a variety of perspectives: from the relationship 
of trauma ith se uality to parallels bet een individual trauma and the dramatic historical 
transformations brought about by the ar. In this collection, empathy features in Meghan 
Marie ammond’s essay, hich investigates fello  feeling in relation to the importance of 
the eighteenth century in Last Post, hile Eve orum invo es Deleu e and Guattari’s rhi-
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omatic theories to argue that the characters in Parade’s End through their o n alienation 
from their e periences and sense of disorientation ith the emotional and e periential ter-
rain, actually invite the reader into a orld that might other ise be inaccessible  ( : ). 

long the same lines, ammond claims else here that in Ford empathy and abstraction, 
t o aesthetic processes that ulme, follo ing the or  of ilhelm orringer, anted to 
separate, can actually function productively together  ( : ). n the hole, the theory 
of empathy is still too recent to have had a significant in uence on Fordian studies and 
these fe  contributions on the topic tend to focus mainly on techni ues of fragmentation 
and e ects of be ilderment in order to claim that modernist abstraction and shifting points 
of vie  can be conducive to the reader’s empathic response to the te t. Their concern ith 
the reader’s emotional reception loosely follo s a line of en uiry set out by u anne een’s 
seminal boo  Empathy and the Novel ( ). 

This approach is alien to the aims of my article, hich is not concerned ith the e -
perience of reading. Rather, its ob ective is to ma e sense of Ford’s consciousness at ar, 

here the prolonged mortal threat a ects the forms and at times even the very possibility 
of fello  feeling, but also to investigate his displacement of the empathy for human beings 
onto forms of anguish for the disfigured landscape. fter sho ing ho  he participates in 
early t entieth-century discourses of emotional response, I ill investigate his ba ed mus-
ings on the distortions of his sympathetic imagination. In particular, my analysis ill try to 
ma e sense of his grief for territories devastated by the ar hich, to his o n dismay, he 
e periences as more unbearable and heart-brea ing than the vie  of slaughtered soldiers  
but I ill also sho  ho  rare surreal visions of landscapes untouched by the ar o er him 
the possibility of reconnecting himself ith the deepest thoughts, e cruciating fears and in-
tense longings of his fellow beings. In No Enemy. A Tale of Reconstruction ( )  Ford’s boo  
under scrutiny in this article  the poet’s mind, al ays a are of itself, comments on its o n 
comple ity  ( tang : ), probing into the depths of the psyche, here a diversity of 
responses to the ar stratify: the threat of dissolution, the e hilaration produced by escaped 
danger, the emotional numbness caused by the e posure to a traumatic space of mud and 
death, and, finally, the desire for an inviolable place. s ondra tang suggests, No Enemy 
is a sustained e ort to e amine the nature of the mind under stress  the particular ay 
it perceives, hat it selects and uses, ho  it survives: and in the Poet’s case ho  the mind 
strengthens itself so that it can again function in a creative ay  ( : ). 

No Enemy is composed of t o sections. Part ne ( Four Landscapes ) dra s upon 
particular vie s hich have left an indelible trace on the memory of the poet Gringoire, 
Ford’s protagonist and alter ego. s he e plains, before ugust, , I lived more through 
my eyes than through any other sense, and in conse uence certain corners of the earth 
had, singularly, the po er to stir me  (Ford : ). ut from the outbrea  of hostilities, 
aspects of the earth no longer e isted for him  ( ) ith the e ception of the vie  of four 

landscapes: these became, according to ondra tang, uasi- ords orthian spots of time 
for the mind under stress to repair to, reverting to its most nourishing activity  storing itself 

ith observed aspects’  ( : ).
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Conceptual Frames
In the early t entieth century there as a ourishing of theories of empathy in England. The 
term first appeared in English as a translation of the German Einfühlung (‘in-feeling’) and 
its first recorded use, in , is credited to amateur psychologist, novelist and travel riter 
Violet Page (alias Vernon Lee’) ( oo e : ).  central concept in German aesthetics, 
Einfühlung captured the almost spiritual e perience of the vie er ho pro ects his or her 
feelings into natural forms, in a moment of deep consonance or sympathy bet een sub ect 
and ob ect. Individuals, it as believed, attribute beauty to the forms in hich they succeed 
in transferring their o n vital sense  conse uently, their aesthetic en oyment amounts to an 
ob ectified en oyment of themselves. 

The idea of empathy became idespread above all follo ing the appearance of the 
successful or  of ilhelm orringer Abstraktion und Einfühlung ( ). is study present-
ed empathy as an aesthetic category suitable for understanding only classical and Renais-
sance art  hich arise from a feeling of identification ith organic forms  but inade uate 
to the appreciation of the art of primitive peoples as ell as pre-classical and oriental civili-
sations, in hich an anti-naturalistic feeling tends to prevail. Ne t to the need for empathy, 
claimed orringer, the e istence of an original impulse to ards abstraction must be postu-
lated, hich tends to the inorganic, the regular and the geometric. Naturalistic art is that of 
civilisations ho follo  an immanent impulse, ho feel at home in the orld and confident 
about its no ability  to the contrary, the urge for abstraction comes to those ho perceive 
the orld as dis uieting and unintelligible. orringer described this anguish as a dread of 
space , a spiritual agorophobia in the face of the motley disorder and caprice of the phe-
nomenal orld  ( orringer : , ). In usan Lan oni’s ords, r ather than leading 
one to e tend oneself into forms in the orld, the urge to abstraction produced a ithdra -
al from a chaotic and unsettling orld. This chaos prompted the creation of repose and 
order in a ne  crystalline, geometric style, hich as typical of the y antine mosaic or the 
Egyptian pyramid  ( : ). is idea of the relationship bet een archaic geometric form 
and agoraphobia or space-shyness as reaffirmed for nglo- merican modernism by T. E. 

ulme. yndham Le is ould have found much to his li ing in ulme’s interpretation 
of orringer, hich yo ed the geometrical forms of machinery to those found in archaic 
art  ( ammond : ). 

ccording to risty Martin, other riters, such as Virginia oolf and D. . La rence, 
ere more appreciative of empathy, hich they conceived as a bodily and yet ecstatic form 

of feeling , a type of sympathy that as both sensuous and epiphanic  ( : - ). bove 
all, it as Vernon Lee ho rote e tensively on the topic and is credited ith its populari-
sation for English-spea ing audiences. ccording to ammond, in the pre- ar years Ford 

as familiar ith contemporaneous discourse on aesthetic empathy, especially that of Ver-
non Lee , as s he as one of several female authors hom he featured in the pages of 
the English Review  ( ammond : ). dmittedly, he never used the ord empathy’, 
preferring instead the more idespread and long-standing term sympathy’. et, if today 
the latter defines a distanced feeling of pity for another, hereas empathy is a deeper-go-
ing ability to engage with a variety of feelings and to inhabit, sometimes even bodily, the 
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other’s perspective  (Lan oni : - ), in the early decades of the t entieth century the 
t o ords ere used interchangeably.

et, one should not presume that concerns behind orringer’s preference for abstrac-
tion ere altogether alien to Ford’s o n. orringer’s dread of space  hich is engendered 
by its indefiniteness, its being the realm of phenomena, transformation and decay  accord-
ed ith Ford’s sense of the ar landscape as a vast, ba ing space of sheer matter and disso-
lution, a mi ture of mud and corpses, hich does not encourage the empathic e tension of 
the self into space but rather a ithdra al from it. orringer sa  the geometric-crystalline 
regularity  of modernist art as a ay of impressing upon the image the stamp of eternalisa-
tion and rest it from temporality and arbitrariness  ( : )  as ill become apparent in 
the follo ing, Ford found the same urge satisfied by the image of a safe noo , protective and 
inviolable, hich allo ed him to inhabit space again but also to find a ay of reconstructing 
his ability to visualise and empathise.

My investigation of the mind at war as it appears in No Enemy is partly modelled on 
the theories of recent psychological research. These reveal that automatic, instinctive forms 
of empathy (usually defined as emotional contagion ) coe ist ith others hich have an 
emotional and moral uality or even a cognitive nature. This comple ity has generated 
various theoretical attempts to produce clear-cut definitions. een, for e ample, distin-
guish es  the spontaneous, responsive sharing of an appropriate feeling as empathy, and the 
more comple , di erentiated feeling for another as sympathy (sometimes called empathic 
concern in psychological literature)  ( : ). For other theorists fello  feeling e presses 
itself at three levels. The most basic is empathic resonance  (also no n as contagion ), 

hich is an instinctive muscular response  often t his so-called perception-action lin  is 
defined as an unconscious mimicry of the postures, facial e pressions, and other behaviors  
(Nietlisbach et al. : ).  higher level is emotional empathy  hich defines an indi-
vidual’s e perience of another person’s actual or inferred emotional state. Finally, the term 
cognitive empathy  refers to the ability to understand and e plain the mental states of oth-

ers and is no n as Theory of Mind  (Nietlisbach et al. : ). These categories are 
recurrent in contemporary studies of the psychology of empathy but by no means stable, as 
di erent scholars tend to shift emphases and redefine boundaries. Moreover, as psycholo-
gist Eva oopman has pointed out, although these theoretical distinctions may be useful, 
they are also difficult to ma e in practice and perhaps even arbitrary, because the various 
forms of empathy are li ely to cooccur in real life (see oopman : ).

Feeling for the Country, Feeling for Others
Throughout his career, Ford as concerned ith hat since the eighteenth century had 
been no n as sympathetic imagination’, the moral and aesthetic concept debated by the 
philosophers David ume, dam mith, and Edmund ur e  (Lan oni : ). ccording 
to Ma  aunders, the cultivation of understanding bet een minds as Ford’s most im-
portant aesthetic doctrine : all his criticism rests on a broad sense of ho  art e ects a con-
tact’ bet een individuals  ho  feeling ith’ or feeling li e’ someone uite other militates 
against human isolation  ho  it enables no ledge, understanding, self-understanding  
( : ). 
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s a second lieutenant in the ritish rmy, Ford as sent to France in  here he 
sa  first-hand the devastating violence of the omme and the pres alient. In No Enemy, 
the carnage of the modern arfare leaves the veteran Gringoire, Ford’s persona, ith a ca-
pacity for feeling hich is severely impaired, to the e tent that  some hat orryingly 
and in an evident state of dissociation  the protagonist speculates: Perhaps I am lac ing 
in human sympathy or have no particular cause to love my fello  men  (Ford : ). 

ar generates alienation: the battle did not e ist for the purpose of stirring your emotions. 
Neither does the night, nor yet do the corpses. They are all profoundly indi erent to your 
e istence , rites Ford in the essay Pure Literature  (Ford : ). Researchers in cog-
nitive psychology have sho n that impaired empathic resonance in post-traumatic stress 
disorder  hich Ford su ered from as a conse uence of shell shoc   is a protective move: 

s uppression of contagion might be an unconscious coping strategy of the aroused system, 
preventing the individual from being over helmed by the stressful e periences of others  
(Nietlisbach et al. : ). ccording to psychologist D. . eiss, this compassion fatigue 
can be regularly observed in people overe posed to su ering ( : ).

Gringoire’s pu lement at his emotional numbness emerges repeatedly in No Enemy 
and finds an echo also in Ford’s ar essay rms and the Mind , ritten at the front in : 

In battle  and in the battle one  the hole orld, humanity included, seems to 
assume the aspect of matter dominated eventually by gravity.  It is all ust matter 
 all humanity, ust matter  one ith the trees, the shells by the roadside, the limbered 
agons, the ho it ers and the fe  upstanding house alls (Ford : ).

n the face of it I am a man ho has ta en a een interest in the aspects of humanity 
 in the turn of an eyelash, an e pression of oy, a gesture of despair. In the old days  I felt 

certain emotions , Ford rites in the same essay ( : ). In peacetime such details and 
nuances can be ta en in and rendered by impressionist riting, but the immense cruelty 
and devastation of the first modern arfare strain the limits of human comprehension: I 
dare say it as ust ant of imagination: one couldn’t perhaps figure the feelings of ruined, 

eeing and martyred populations , claims Gringoire (Ford : ). The constant, stressful 
e posure to the ab ection of the body  its subsumption into the mud as undi erentiated 
matter  impairs empathic resonance, ust as the sheer scale of entire su ering populations 
cannot be conceived (or, in impressionist terms, mentally visualised) and conse uently pro-
duces a crisis of emotional empathy. 

In the midst of this debacle of the sympathising imagination, Ford recognises nonethe-
less the po er of narration. The ab ection of human beings hose corpses have become one 

ith matter may have impaired empathic resonance but this is one hich ords are still 
able to re indle:

one of the young fello s began to tal  of an operation for appendicitis he had had to 
undergo. e had to stop him: the mere tal ing of cutting esh ith a nife made us feel 
sic . et the sight of a man literally smashed into the dust had produced no emotions 
in us . I no  of no more stri ing tribute to the po er of the ord  (Ford : ).
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The e ect of contagion described in this passage recalls Vernon Lee’s similar assertion 
about the capacity of narration to produce an instinctive muscular reaction: hen one felt 
the body shrin ing at the narrative of an operation’, one might e perience imitative move-
ments, hat Lee called a sympathetic reali ation’  (Lan oni : ). Ford is persuaded 
that the fictional evocation of an ob ect is more conducive to vivid mental imagery than the 
observation of the ob ect in the real orld: as a pre- ar riter, he claims in rms and the 
Mind , I could ma e you see  anything I had seen, and still better, anything I hadn’t 
seen  (Ford : - ). It follo s that only the reconstruction of the po er to visualise, 
that is, to rest moments of vision from the unintelligible, agoraphobic space, ill restore 
his empathic abilities. 

The drab abstraction of the ar landscape entails the impossibility of inhabiting it vis-
ually and physically. pace may be mapped cartographically and its details may be memo-
rised to facilitate the movements of troops, but they ill present nothing meaningful to the 
soul of the poet ho feels e istentially stranded, ithout coordinates. pace is primarily a 
lived e perience (Lefebvre : ) and the uestion of its embodiment is certainly crucial 
to Ford, especially in the midst of a space that threatens to engulf and assimilate his body, as 
he suggests in It Was the Nightingale:

houses. They had been used to seem cubic and solid permanences. ut e had seen 
Ploegsteert here it had been revealed that men’s d ellings ere thin shells that 
could be crushed as alnuts are crushed. Man and even east  all things that lived 
and moved and had volition and life might at any moment be resolved into a scarlet 
viscosity seeping into the earth of torn fields .  Nay, it had been revealed to you 
that beneath rdered Life itself as stretched, the merest film ith, beneath it, the 
abysses of haos (Ford : - ).

If, in No Enemy, open places constantly produce states of dread and agoraphobia, the 
boo  is above all an attempt to retrieve the fe  uiet moments during the ar hen Grin-
goire’s poetic imagination as reactivated. The significance of such spots of time becomes 
apparent to him only after ards, in the long-desired uiet of the English cottage here he 
lives contentedly after the ar, even if the damaged state of this haven clearly alludes to the 
incompleteness of his recovery. The cottage is li e a gingerbread house from a Grimm’s 
fairy tale  but still in need of repair, ith a roof that lea s, alls that used to drip ith 
damp  (Ford : , ). For Gringoire, the difficult process of psychological and artistic 
reconstruction is dependent on the possibility of d elling in this safe corner of the earth, 
ho ever precarious and ramshac le it may be. is desire to inhabit in tran uility  (Ford 

: ) signals the uasi- ords orthian nature of Ford’s enterprise: to recollect means to 
reconstruct, from a secure green noo  of the earth and through the consonance ith a natu-
ral landscape, the sense of a common human sensibility. 

During the ar, Gringoire fears that all the noo s of the orld ere threatened by the 
tide of blue-grey mud  (Ford : ). If, as illustrated above, the su ering of entire pop-
ulations is ungraspable for Gringoire’s traumatised mind and causes a crisis of emotional 
empathy, such compassion is transferred from the civilians to the country itself: hat one 
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feared for as the land  not the people but the menaced earth  one couldn’t perhaps 
figure the feelings of ruined, eeing and martyred populations , he says (Ford : ). 

hen he visits some gutted French villages, he is struc  by the feeling of abashment that 
seemed to attach to furniture and all-paper e posed to the s y  not the su erings of the 
civilian population  ( ). The anticipation of the trauma that the ar may in ict on the land-
scape al ays produces in him a sense of dread, ust as the observation of ounded houses 
engenders melancholy thoughts: 

hat struc  me as infinitely pathetic as lace curtains: for there ere innumerable 
lace curtains, that had shaded vanished indo s, uttering from all the unroofed 
walls in the glassless window-frames. They seemed to me to be more forlornly asha-
med than any human beings I have ever seen. nly brute beasts ever approach that 
( ). 

s usan ontag contends in Regarding the Pain of Others, a village or a cityscape 
is not made of esh. till, sheared-o  buildings are almost as elo uent as bodies in the 
streets  ( : ). Gringoire’s feeling for the landscape throughout the boo  is clearly a 
displacement of his sympathetic imagination, a compensation for his temporary inability 
to fully e perience other people’s actual or inferred emotional state. ut it is also the sense 
that nature and civilisation  as they are revealed in the countryside, d ellings and poetry 

 transcend the destiny of human beings and preserve our humaneness for generations to 
come: the real lives of men are enshrined in their products. To ill a poet is a small thing  
to destroy his or  is an irremediable o ense  (Ford : ). Therefore, i t is horrible 
to see houses go do n in ruin under artillery fire  it is horrible to see fields mutilated and 
rendered infertile  ( ). No longer the poet, hose life the ar has revealed as tragically 
precarious, but rather poetry, nature and human artefacts are, for Ford, the roc  of defence 
for human nature  ( ords orth : ): by destroying them, e eopardise our possibil-
ity of remaining human.

In the essay ar and the Mind , ritten in , Ford discusses hat does or does 
not present an image to the visualising mind  in the conte t of the ar. e describes a 
division  in his inner self bet een, on the one hand, the mind of the attalion Intelligence 
fficer   constantly observant , alert and engrossed in mapping the territory or perform-

ing other military tas s  and, on the other, the uiescent mind  of the Impressionist 
in Letters  (Ford : - ). In the disorienting landscape obscured by clay  (Ford : 

), only instrumental observation can sustain the self in the act of survival: things ere 
not ob ects that one loo ed at for themselves. They ere landmar s  for the or aday 
frame of mind  (Ford : - , ): the land represented nothing visual to this ind of 
intelligence hereas the mind at rest  in the fe  moments hen the usual preoccupations 

ere someho  suspended  could contemplate the landscape in aesthetic terms. o Grin-
goire had four landscapes, hich represent four moments in four years hen, for very short 
intervals, the strain of the war lifted itself from the mind. They were, those intermissions of 
the spirit, e actly li e ga ing through rifts in a mist  (Ford : ): these visions bring into 
focus a particular moment during his military service hen the omnipresent thought of the 
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ar receded from his consciousness and he as able to appreciate the landscape in itself in 
all its vividness. 

The first is in England, at the outbrea  of the ar, a day in  hen ensington 
Gardens suddenly gre  visible  to Gringoire. e has a trance-li e vision of old, sti  mario-
nettes, rather homely courtiers and royalties  stepping out of the tall indo s of the Dutch 
orangery  and pirouetting on the la n (Ford : ). This fanciful reverie is brief, su used 

ith the sense of a possible future invasion of England by a mud-colored tide pouri ng  
to ard us  (Ford : ). Marionettes, a fre uent avant-garde motif also in Ford’s pre- ar 

riting, may allude to the mechanisation of humanity produced by the ar  yet here they 
appear poeticised by the playful uality of this vision, so that the reification becomes inno-
cent and surreal, a childli e spectacle.

The second landscape appears hen, in a rail ay station, Gringoire is informed of 
Lord itchener’s death. The ne s sets him in a peculiar state of mind: the hole orld 
seems, as it ere, suspended and there is nothing for him to thin  of but visible ob ects: No 

ar: an empty mind  a little open shed ith benches  a hatch ay in one plan  all here 
they served out tic ets  a bit of platform  a high, bric  signal-bo  ith cloc s or things tic -
ing  a bric  house, no doubt the stationmaster’s .The hole orld, that as  nd noise-
less  and immobile  (Ford : ).

Then comes the third intermission of the spirit, hich occurs after Gringoire’s orst 
shoc  of the ar.  gun heel has lifted the corrugated iron roof of the dugout here he is 
do ing and has crushed it do n again. Miraculously unscathed, he al s do nhill through 
thistles in hot sunlight and finds himself surrounded by s allo s hich y at aist-height 
around him, concealing the corpses scattered on the ground underneath and screening them 
from his full a areness. In a moment of post-traumatic e altation, he cherishes the illusion 
of the inviolability of his body:

nd an innumerable company of allo s e  around him, aist high, ust brushing 
the thistledo n. They ere so near , Gringoire said, that they brushed my hands, 
and they e tended so far that I could see nothing else. It is one of the five things of 
the ar that I really see, for it as li e al ing, buoyantly, in the pellucid sunlight, 

aist-high through a sea of unsurpassed and unsurpassable a ure. I felt as if I ere a 
Gree  God. It as li e a miracle  I remember thin ing  that there ere a good 
many dead amongst the thistles and that I must be putting up a huge number of ies. 

ut that again as the thought of my subconscious mind (Ford : ).

Finally, close to the omme, the fourth landscape ta es the shape of a rhomboid of 
deeper, brighter green .  precisely as you ill see the colored image cast on a sheet by a 
magic lantern, then slo ly, it hardened and brightened, too  shape as a recumbent oval, li e 
eighteenth century vignettes . This image doesn’t connote a specific locality but the more 
abstract idea of the country as a sanctuary  (Ford : - ). 

ontemplation, regression, eternity and protection are hat these landscapes encap-
sulate. ll of them are almost surreal, li e one of these visions that one’s eyes, hen tired, 

ill see ust before one falls asleep  (Ford : ). They are moments hich emerge to 
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a areness through the layers of the mind. The subconscious  registers these visual aspects 
and the unconscious  associates them not only ith the fear of death: a profound and 
unforeseen disaster  ( ) but also ith the attendant desire of inviolability. et, e onder, 
are such spots of time purely solipsistic reveries or are they signals of a common e perience

nly at the beginning of Part T o ( ertain Interiors ) is the narrator able to visualise 
humanity at ar  no longer as the a ectless image of sheer matter but as the nightmarish 
vision of a vast territory populated by minute, ephemeral human creatures ho become one 

ith the ounded landscape. This time, feeling for the landscape (or rather for the entire 
earth) becomes one ith feeling for the hole humanity at ar. This all-embracing emotion-
al empathy is so intense that it becomes almost unbearable:

stretching a ay under the high s ies, in the ugust sunlight, millions, millions, mil-
lions of my fello  men ere moving  li e tumultuous mites in a cheese, training and 
training, as e there ere training  all across a broad orld to here the sun as 
setting and to here the sun as rising  training to live a little, short space of time 
in an immense, long ribbon of territory, here, for a mile or so the earth as scarred, 
macerated, beaten to a pulp, and burnt by the sun till it as all dust .The thought 
gre , became an immense feeling, became an obsession (Ford : ).

The grief for a humanised landscape foreshado s the po erful empathy (psycholo-
gists ould probably categorise it as cognitive’) hich comes as a revelation at the end of 
the boo , hen Gringoire has an insight into the mind of those ho died. s in the old 
catholic idea that a man may find salvation bet een the saddle and the ground , he e press-
es his belief that, in the moments preceding their death, soldiers must have found consola-
tion in the thought of their o n imagined sanctuary  (Ford : ).

It becomes finally clear that the boo  has traced a ourney to ards the a areness of the 
feelings and aspirations common to us all. In the incipit, Gringoire is doubtful if his  e pe-
rience of the ar has been that of many people  ( ). ut the retrieval of his visual memories 
and the analysis of the or ings of his mind has led him to conclude that e share the same 

ay of thin ing: under pressure or hen approaching death, e need the herb of oblivi-
on  ( ) and to be able to visualise an inviolable noo  of the Earth, or, as Ford defines it in 
the Preface to the poetry collection On Heaven ( ):

a materialist’s eaven. I no  at least that I ould not eep on going if I did not 
feel that eaven ill be something li e Rumpelmayer’s tea shop, ith the nice boys 
in ha i, ith the ha e and glimmer of the bright buttons, and the nice girls in the 
fashions appropriate to the day, and the little orchestra playing, Let the Great ig 

orld .  For our dead anted so badly their leave in a lighty, hich ould have 
been li e that  they anted it so badly that they must have it. nd they must have 
ust that. For haven’t e Infantry all seen that sort of shimmer and shine and heard 
the rustling and the music through all the turmoil and the mire and the horror   
that imagination is stronger than death (Ford : ).
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This earthly paradise is a safe noo  hich can be real, as in the case of Gringoire’s 
cottage, or imaginary, a figment of our mind bet een life and death, vigil and dream. t 
the end of No Enemy, musing on the many ho died in the battlefields, Gringoire hope s  
it is not a heresy to thin  that, as the eyelids of those ho fell closed on their glory, they 
had long, long visions, li e that green vision that came to me from time to time  (Ford : 

), childli e pictures of marionettes and gingerbread cottages, delicate and frail as hopes 
and dreams are. Through this insight, the poet Gringoire, ho d ells in his ramshac le 
post- ar cottage, feels one ith those ho fell. is sympathetic imagination is finally re-
constructed through the belief that, in our shared desire for this heavenly vision, lies our 
common humanity. The reconstruction of space (the possibility of inhabiting in tran uility) 
is the condition for the restoration of vision ust as this restored vision is essential for the 
reconstruction of an empathic imagination. 
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